Abstract. We discuss two techniques based on mixed-layer scaling for estimating trace gas surface emission fluxes from aircraft using instruments that do not have sufficient frequency response for direct eddy correlation measurements. The first is the mixed-layer gradient technique, which requires accurate measurements of mean concentrations at several heights in the clear convective planetary boundary layer (CBL) to resolve gradients from even strong surface sources of short-lived trace gases. 
Ts --[(1/S)Ds] -1,
is much slower than the characteristic turbulent mixing time , Here D8 is the diurnally averaged chemical rate of production or destruction of S (roughly 1/3 the midday growth/decay rate for photochemically reactive species). For flight 7, zi = 570 m, w. = 0.58 m s -1, and thus rt = 17 min. This is far shorter than the growth and decay times of the trace gases considered here, whose lifetimes are given in Table 1 .
2.2, Mixed=Layer Variance Technique
Employing the TD-BU formulation, Moeng and Wyngaard [1984, 1989] given by Moeng and Wyngaard [1989] . If the variances at any two levels of the sounding are known, then (6) can be solved for F• o and F•t by successive approximations or graphical methods.
The variance technique could be useful for evaluating fluxes for trace species whose gradients are too weak to be measured accurately and if the sampling time or sensor time constant is too long for a direct eddycorrelation approach• but short enough to resolve a significant fraction of the variance at the long-wavelength end of the power spectrum• The partial variance may then be related to the total variance by a scaling factor. If we can assume spectral similarity, then this scaling factor could be obtained from a reference scalar for which high-rate data are available. Using this approach, the variance technique could be applied to flask samples, if the sample collection time is short enough, and a sufficient number of samples is collected.
At first glance, it may seem that the variance technique is inherently more accurate than the gradient technique since variances can often be measured more accurately than mean differences and, disregarding other sources of error, the accuracy in the flux estimate is approximately equal to the accuracy in the variance estimate. However, a major problem is the difficulty in estimating the impact of mesoscale processes, as well as heterogeneity in the surface and CBL top on the production of variance.
Measurements
The data analyzed here were collected from the NASA P-3B research aircraft during P EM-Tropics flight 7. In addition to the standard meteorological measurements (air and dew point temperatures, static pressure, etc.) recorded at 1 s intervals (or 100 m spacing for a typical P-3B airspeed of 100 rn s -1, the Turbulent Air The error bars represent the 90% confidence limit using the Student's t test. As can be seen, the expected errors tend to be large. They arise from horizontal variability coupled with limited sampling intervals.
Davis et al. [this issue] and Considine et al. [this is-
We shall limit surface flux calculations to D MS because only D MS shows a significant gradient near the surface that is well outside the range of the error bars.
DMS Surface Flux Estimates

Flux From Mixed-Layer Gradients
In this section we carry out the evaluation of DMS emission from the oceanø To do this, we first need to evaluate the convective velocity w,. Since we were not able to estimate the surface buoyancy flux directly, we estimate w, by the following two techniques: (1) using the relation for the vertical velocity variance in the mixed layer [Lenschow et alo, 1980 
From soundings, we estimate zi = 570 m. For flight levels z, = 0o11, 0•27, and 0ø53, which we denote as levels 1 to 3, we obtain aw = 0. Here to is the starting time for the estimates. 
Applications and Limitations of the Mixed-Layer Gradient Approach
The mixed-layer gradient approach works well for species with a lifetime of order I day such as DMS. However, as we show here• it is not applicable to species with lifetimes much greater than a day. To demonstrate this, we start with the budget equation for a reactive trace species in a horizontally homogeneous CBL:
where the mean vertical air velocity is related to the mean atmospheric subsidence sub(z) by the relation
We average a photochemically reactive species across the diurnal cycle and assume the diurnally averaged concentration is in steady state. Then integrating ( 
Equation (14) can also be used to estimate the surface flux for a steady state species (averaged over the diurnal cycle) whose sole source is at the surface and whose destruction rate is proportional to the mean concentration without assuming negligible transport across the CBL top. The ratio of the second (mean motion) term to the first term in the integral term of (14) 
Variance Technique
In this section we discuss the mixed-layer variance technique for variance generated by surface and entrainment fluxes that scale with zi, as has been studied by LES. The observations show, however, that variance exists at horizontal scales longer than zi. One approach we considered was to extend the variance technique to longer wavelengths by using a surrogate scalar with a large surface flux for which smaller-scale measurements were available. Here humidity was used, since it was sampled at about 18 s -• by the TAMMS.
We can then try to calculate a scale factor that relates contributions to the humidity variance for wavelengths > 10zi to contributions for wavelengths <5zi. Figure 6 shows the power spectra of humidity and vertical velocity fluctuations, and their cospectra for a 50 km (88zi) diameter circle at z, -0.11. Here the longer wavelengths (i.e., >5 km) make significant contributions to the humidity variance (area under the power spectrum) but contribute very little to the vertical velocity variance and, consequently, little to the total humidity flux Fq (area under the cospectrum).
Here, and in other data not shown, the contribution from wavelengths >10zi to the total humidity flux is quite variable, so that no well-defined relationship can be established between humidity variance contributions for wavelengths >10zi and wavelengths <5zi. 
Species Lifetimes and Variance Estimates of Fluxes
The measured variances include not only contributions from actual atmospheric fluctuations of trace gas concentrations, but also contributions from errors in measurement.
We can estimate the variance contribution from measurement errors by considering the measured variance for inert gases emitted into the atmosphere far from the measurement area and over an extended period of time. In that case, the variance is due solely to measurement errors. One of the trace gas species measured over I min intervals [Blake et al., 1996] was an inert species, CFC-12, for which as/•SI --0.0086.
Using the same approach that we used for the estimate of (S1 -S2)/(S) from the gradient technique (12), 
Relationships Among Mesoscale Variance, Entrainment and Surface Flux
Here we consider a simple model to show how variance •n the CBL is generated by mesoscale processes, which for reactive species emitted at the surface, can be related to surface flux: We consider a simple CBL of mean concentration IS) capped by a BuL of thickness h and mean concentration $Bu. We assume both are in steady state, and define entrainment velocities we, entraining BuL air into the CBL and Weo entraining CBL air into the BuL. For this analysis we assume diurnal averaging, so that the relevant chemical reaction rate is denoted by Tso Integrating the scalar budget equation (8) 
Equation (22) 
can be solved for the jump across the CBL top AS = S• -(S), ' ( I )(23) A$---($) l + rsWeb/h '
This relation between the jump and the species lifetime provides a basis for the concentration differences assumed in obtaining (23).
We assume that the variance measured by the grab samples, which is obtained from an average over a 6 km collection distance, is generated solely by mesoscale variability; that is, that fluctuations in species concentration that are generated by surface emission are transported throughout the CBL by eddies that scale with zi, and thus do not contribute significantly to variance at scales >> zi. In the case of entrainment, we consider two sources of fluctuations. One is fluctuations generated by turbulent eddies in the CBL resulting from shear and buoyancy flux. These eddies again scale with zi and penetrate far enough into the capping inversion that they bring down air from the BuL into the CBL. 
Sources of Mesoscale Variability
The large-scale variations in humidity can, in part, be attributed to drift in the Lyman-alpha humidity probe. However, similar large-scale variations can also be seen in the more steady, slow-rate (1 s) specific humidity data derived from dew point temperature. Similar power spectra from cross-wind and alongwind portions of the flight are seen in data from other circles, but not consistently in every cross-or alongwind portion of the circle, which indicates that the roll organization is intermittent. While over a circular path the effects of roll organization tend to average out, intermittent roll organization could introduce some uncertainty in our scaling factor for relating the long and the short wavelength ends of the power spectrum. Finally, for gases which are destroyed by photochemical reactions, it would be preferable to measure before sunrise or after sunset to avoid corrections for diurnal changes. Scattered clouds may also reduce the measurement accuracy both by introducing horizontal variability into the photochemical destruction rate and into the entrainment rate at the top of the CBL.
Using the Variance Technique
Here we distinguish between variance that scales with zi, and mesoscale varianceø For the zi-scaled variance technique it is also important to select a horizontally uniform CBL, with minimal cloudiness, although the effects of mesoscale variability can, to some extent be mitigated by high-pass filtering. Again, as with the gradient technique• flying lower increases the measurement accuracy• but the rate of improvement is less than for the gradient technique• This also means that the variance technique is less sensitive to errors in altitude measurement• To estimate zi-scaled variance from grab samples, it is desirable to minimize the sampling time, so as to include as large a portion of the data from the shorterwavelength end of the variance spectrum as possible. If the sampling time were reduced to 10 s, which is probably the shortest feasible collection time for flask samples, then the sampled variance would include wavelengths as small as I km, which is well within the regime where variance is generated in a horizontally homogeneous CBL by the surface fluxes rather than by mesoscale processes. The larger the number of samples, the better the accuracyø Presently, practical considerations probably limit the number of samples to about 140 per flight. If the samples are independent, the measured variance samples follow a chi-squared distribution. Therefore, if 10 samples are collected, there is a 90% probability that the measured standard deviation (which is proportional to the flux) will lie be- For estimating mesoscale variance from grab samples, collection times of I min or more are appropriate. Although this technique, applied to a single species, would be difficult to implement in order to give quantitative estimates of lifetimes or surface fluxes, it may be possible to estimate lifetimes or surface fluxes for a target species by taking ratios of standard deviations of the target species with a species whose lifetime or surface flux is known. The advantages of the mesoscale variance technique is that it can be used with measurements obtained over averaging times of a minute or more, and it can be applied to species emitted from the ocean with lifetimes of perhaps a week or more.
Summary and Conclusions
Flight 7 during PEM-Tropics provided a good opportunity to observe diurnal changes within a Lagrangian framework. We have estimated the daytime destruction (production) rates under nearly clear skies for DMS, SO2, CHBr3, and CH3I (Table 2) 
